The beep model is a very weak communications model in which devices in a network can communicate only via beeps and silence. As a result of its weak assumptions, it has a very broad applicability to many different implementations of communications networks. This comes at the cost of a restrictive environment for algorithm design.
Introduction
The beep model, introduced recently by Cornejo and Kuhn [3] , is a very weak network communications model in which information can be passed only in the form of a beep or a lack thereof. The model is related to the ad-hoc radio network model, and has been used as a surrogate model in results concerning radio networks with collision detection. As well as attracting study from this angle, the beep model is interesting in its own right because of its generality, simplicity, and wide range of areas where it could be applied.
Model
The network is modeled as an undirected connected graph G = (V, E), where vertices in the graph represent devices in the network, and edges represent direct reachability. Time is divided into discrete steps, with a synchronized global clock, and in each time-step every node decides whether to beep or to listen. Nodes which choose to listen in a particular time-step hear a beep if at least one of their neighbors chose to beep, and they cannot distinguish between one neighbor beeping or many. We will assume that nodes have unique labels (IDs), which is essential (at least when considering deterministic algorithms) in order to break symmetry.
We will use the following parameters in analysis of our algorithms:
• n will denote network size, i.e. |V |.
• D will denote network diameter, the largest distance between any pair of nodes.
• L will be the range of node labels.
• When we have multiple 'sources' holding messages, k will be the number of sources and M will be the sum of message sizes (in bits).m will denote the length in bits of the longest single message.
We do not, however, assume that nodes have any prior knowledge of these parameters, nor any other knowledge about the network.
Previous Work
The beep model was presented by Kornejo and Kuhn [3] , along with an algorithm for the task of interval coloring. This task is a variant of vertex coloring which is useful in resource allocation problems, and is, in a sense, tailored to the model. An algorithm for finding a maximal independent set was given by Afek et al. [1] .
The beep model is strictly weaker than the model of radio networks with collision detection (though the aforementioned two results did not approach it from this angle) and so algorithmic results in the former also apply in the latter. This relationship was exploited by Ghaffari and Haeupler [5] to give almost optimal O((D + log n log log n) · min(log log n, log n D ))-time randomized algorithm for leader election in radio networks with collision detection. The paper introduces the method of 'beep waves' to transmit bit strings, a method which is also employed here for the purpose of broadcast. Ghaffari et al. in [6] give a randomized broadcast algorithm in radio networks with collision which employs beeping techniques, but, unlike the algorithm of [5] , does not entirely translate over to the beep model. A deterministic leader election algorithm in the beep model was given by Förster et al. [4] , taking O(D log n) time. While a simple binary search approach, like that used in [2] for radio networks, gives the same running time, the method of [4] has the benefit of not requiring prior knowledge of parameters D and L, an advantage which we make use of in our results.
To the authors' knowledge there has been no previously published result for several of the most fundamental communication tasks in the beep model, namely broadcast, multi-broadcast, and gossiping. These are the tasks we address in this paper.
Our Results
We present the following:
• An optimal O(D+m)-time algorithm for broadcasting an m-bit message, developing and formalizing the 'beep waves' method of [5] .
• An O(D)-time procedure for estimating diameter. • An O(n log L + M )-time gossiping algorithm, optimal in all cases where messages are large enough to contain a node label. This algorithm also performs k-multi-broadcast for any k ≤ n, and so is faster than the previous algorithms for large k.
Broadcasting
Broadcasting is perhaps the most fundamental task in distributed communication models. It assumes that one designated source node has a message which must be known by all nodes in the network. We achieve optimal an O(D + m)-time algorithm for broadcasting based on the idea of 'beep waves'. As mentioned, Ghaffari and Haeupler first introduced beep waves in [5] as a means of transmitting information in the beep model. Variations of the technique are useful for different circumstances, and here we give a simple formalization tailored to the task of broadcasting from a single source.
The idea is the following: every three time-steps, starting at zero, the source transmits a bit of its message, that is it beeps to represent a 1 or remains silent to represent a 0. We can encode the message so that it is obvious when the beginning and end are, for example by duplicating every bit of the message and then placing 10 at the beginning and end. We will denote this coding method C, and note that for any message x, |C(x)| ≤ 2|x| + 4. It is also easy to see that we can decode to find the original message(s), even if there are several, separated by any number of 0s.
All non-source nodes, upon hearing a beep in some time-step i, then relay the beep themselves in timestep i + 1, unless they themselves beeped in time-step i − 1. nodes in layer i after i time-steps. Nodes in layer i only ever relay beeps from layer i − 1, because the only times layer i + 1 beeps is directly after layer i does. This can be seen by an inductive argument.
Therefore, a node in layer i receives a beep exactly i steps after the source transmits one, and so can decode its received bit-string to recover the source's message.
⊓ ⊔
To use our broadcast algorithm, we must have a designated source node, and we must also have a good estimate of D if we want to know how much time to allow for completion. These are the issues we address next. We do not require nodes to have access to a synchronized global clock when performing BEEP-WAVE; however, non-source nodes must know that they should be behaving in a 'beep-forwarding' fashion. If we wish to use broadcast as part of larger algorithms, then, we must take care to ensure that each node has the correct behavior during the time period involved.
Leader Election
If we wish to use broadcast as part of a more complex algorithm, we must be sure that we have a single source who wishes to send a message. To ensure this, we can perform the task of leader election.
Leader election enables all nodes to agree on the ID of one particular node. In our applications, we will always choose the node with the highest ID out of some subset of participating nodes. More generally, though, leader election can be used whenever nodes each hold some integer value, to find the node with the highest (or lowest) such value. The values need not even be unique, since if multiple nodes hold the target value, we can pick out one by performing leader election again on their IDs. Leader election, particularly when used in this way, is sometimes also referred to as Find Max.
We wish to be able to perform leader election in O(D log L) time. We note that there is a straightforward way to do this: we can perform a binary search for the highest ID, iterating through the bits of the IDs and having all nodes who are still 'in the running' for leader, and who have a 1 in the current position, broadcast. While we cannot use our previous broadcast procedure with multiple sources, since these nodes need only transmit a single bit we can still use beep-waves to ensure that the network hears something. This is sufficient for all nodes to determine whether any have a 1 in the current position. A similar method to this was used to perform leader election in [2] .
However, there is a problem with this approach: we would need a common linear upper bound on D and a polynomial upper bound on L to correctly perform it. Since we do not assume this knowledge, we instead make use of a result of Förster et al. in [4] (paraphrased):
Theorem 2 There is an algorithm LEADERELECTION(S) which performs leader election, from a set of candidates S, in time O(D log L) without prior knowledge of D or L.
⊓ ⊔ Upon completion, all nodes have knowledge of the highest ID, and can therefore use this as L in future operations. We now show how, once a leader has been elected, diameter can be estimated.
Diameter Estimation
Our diameter estimation procedure (Algorithm 3) works as follows: an initial beep from the source propagates through the network. Having received this beep, nodes beep to acknowledge their existence back to the source; a modularity restriction on when nodes can transmit ensures that these beeps only travel backwards through the layers. While the initial beep from the source is still reaching further nodes, acknowledgment beeps will continue to return through the network every three time-steps. Once all nodes have been reached, this pattern will cease, and the source will know that the diameter of the graph is no greater then the current time-step value. All of the other nodes have also ceased transmission, and so an application of BEEP-WAVE can safely be used to broadcast the diameter estimate.
We split the algorithm into two parts, one performed by the source, and one performed by all non-source nodes, since their behavior is quite different. Proof. Let D ′ be the distance from the source to the furthest node. Then, D ≥ D ′ ≥ D/2. The source emits a beep in time-step 1 which travels to this furthest node by time-step D ′ + 1. After at most 3 more time-steps, the node transmits its acknowledgment beep, which travels back to the source in a further D ′ time-steps. After another 3 time-steps, the source knows that it has received the final acknowledgment beep, and takes the current time-step i as its diameter estimate. Since 2D ′ ≤ i ≤ 2D ′ + 7, the estimateD which is broadcast to the network satisfies D ≤D ≤ 2D + 7. Running time of the estimation phase is no more than 2D + 7 time-steps, and the final broadcast takes O(D + log D) = O(D) time.
Since we are only interested in asymptotic behavior, we will assume, for ease of notation, that having performed ESTIMATEDIAMETER as part of a more complex algorithm we can then make use of the exact value of D.
Multi-Broadcast
Basic Multi-Broadcast One can apply ELECTLEADER and ESTIMATEDIAMETER to obtain an algorithm (Algorithm 5) for the task of multi-broadcast, an extension of broadcast in which there are k different sources with messages they wish to transmit. To do so, we apply leader election among the sources multiple times, with the selected leader dropping out each time. Once we have done this, we have an ordering of the sources. Then, they can simply broadcast their messages in order using BEEP-WAVE.
We can do this even without prior knowledge of k, since in each iteration we can have each un-elected source emit a single beep, which is propagated by all other nodes as in BEEP-WAVE. If there are any such sources, all nodes will hear something. If not, there will be only silence, and we will know that we are done.
The reason we must employ our ESTIMATEDIAMETER subroutine is that, while the leader election algorithm of [4] achieves an eventual state of quiescence, it does not do so by a particular universally agreed time-step. That is to say, nodes do not know the number of a particular time-step in which it will be safe to begin their next task in a synchronized fashion. Knowledge of a common linear upper bound on D does allow them to do this, since they can calculate some common upper bound on the number of time-steps each subroutine will take. Our obtained bound on D is also used to during the 'check for un-elected sources' stage.
Proof. In each iteration we take O(D) time to check whether S ′ = ∅, then D log L time to perform ELECTLEADER. Once all sources have been elected and numbered by f , our k executions of BEEP-WAVE take a further O(kD + M ) time. All tasks performed by nodes can be synchronized using their knowledge of L and common estimate of D. Upon termination each source has broadcast its message successfully, so multi-broadcast has been performed in O(kD log L + M ) time.
⊓ ⊔ Faster Multi-Broadcast Repeatedly performing Leader Election to order nodes is a somewhat naive approach, and we may hope to be able to shave off some of the running time by doing something more sophisticated. We can do this by making use of our first-elected leader to speed up subsequent leader elections. We call the task of electing a leader from some subset of nodes C ⊂ V , which we will call candidates, given that we already have some leader v / ∈ S, Deputy Election. We give an algorithm for Deputy Election (Algorithm 6) taking O(D + d log d L) time, where d is the distance from v to the closest node in C. For our application to Multi-Broadcast, we will bound d by D, so our running time is O(D log L log D ). The idea of the algorithm is that we first restrict the field of candidates to nodes which are closest to v (there may be multiple nodes equal distance from v, so we have not necessarily decreased the number of candidates). Since the participating nodes are now equal distance (denoted d) from v, we can ensure that messages they send simultaneously are received as a logical OR superimposition by v. Using this fact, we can conduct a 2d-ary search for deputy, in a similar fashion to the binary search method of [2] . That is, in each stage of the search, the range of possible IDs is divided into 2d equal-sized blocks, each represented by a bit in a 2d-length bit-string. Each candidate constructs its own string by placing a 1 in the position corresponding to the block containing its ID, and a 0 in all other positions. These strings are broadcast to v, which then returns the OR superimposition, and the range of IDs is restricted to the highest non-empty block (which is now known by all candidates). After log 2d (L) iterations, only one possible ID remains, and the node with this ID is elected deputy.
When broadcasting strings from the candidates to v during the 2d-ary search phase, we must make a modification to our usual beep-wave procedure to ensure that v receives the OR superimposition. All nodes u are aware of their distance dist u from v, since they can ascertain this from the time-step they receive the initial beep. In our modified beep-wave procedure, denoted BEEP-WAVE * , all sources x who wish to broadcast wait until the first time-step equivalent to −dist x mod 3 to begin, and all other nodes u relay (in the next step) only beeps they hear in time-steps equivalent to 2 − dist u mod 3, ignoring all other beeps. This modularity restriction, as in ESTIMATEDIAMETER, ensures that beeps only travel towards v, and so v will receive a 1 in a particular position in its bit-string iff one of the candidates broadcast a 1 in the same position.
Our ELECTDEPUTY algorithm assumes knowledge of D, but since we already have a leader, this knowledge can easily be obtained via our ESTIMATEDIAMETER procedure.
Lemma 5 Algorithm 6 correctly performs Deputy Election within
Proof. It is easy to see that the initial round of beeps allows all nodes to know their distance from v, and v to know the distance of the closest candidate. After waiting 2D steps, all nodes cease transmission and v can successfully broadcast this distance via BEEP-WAVE. We can now assume that all remaining candidates are an equal distance d from v. In each stage of the 2d-ary search, the current possible range of IDs is divided into 2d block, and each candidate constructs a string indicating which of the blocks its ID falls into. v receives the OR superimposition of these strings, i.e. a string indicating all blocks which contain an ID, and after broadcasting this back, all candidates know the highest such block. The range of IDs is restricted to
BEEP-WAVE(v, 1) for each x ∈ C, when x receives the beep in times-step i x , do dist x ← i x in time-step i x + 2, perform BEEP-WAVE(x, 1) end for when v receives its first reply beep, in time-
high−low ⌋ let string x be the 2d-length bit-string in which bit b x is 1 and all others are 0 BEEP-WAVE * (x, string x ) end for let string be the message received by v, perform BEEP-WAVE(v, string) let b be the index of the latest 1 in string all ⊓ ⊔ We note that it is possible to remove the dependence on D by using time multiplexing to separate outward and inward transmissions, allowing v's broadcast of d to be successful without waiting 2D timesteps for reply beeps to cease. However, since this would significantly increase the technical complexity of our Multi-Broadcast algorithm without improving its asymptotic running time, we omit the details here.
Having constructed our Deputy Election procedure, we can then plug this directly into our previous Multi-Broadcast algorithm to improve running time. We achieve a running time which, in most cases, is faster than Algorithm 5 by a factor of log D. 
Multi-Broadcast With Superimposed Codes
We can make use of the concept of superimposed codes to design an alternative Multi-Broadcast algorithm which is faster is cases when M is small compared to
Superimposed codes are systems of codewords which allow superimpositions to be decoded into their component parts. There are many variants of the idea, and we will define the codes we will use as follows:
Definition 7 A (m,k)-superimposed code of length λ assigns each binary string of lengthm or less a codeword in {0, 1} λ such that
• every OR superimposition ofk or fewer codewords is unique.
• every superimposition of more thank codewords is different from every superimposition ofk or fewer codewords.
Regarding the length of these superimposed codes, we paraphrase a lemma of [5] : We will denote a (m,k)-superimposed coded message m(s) by C (m,k) (m(s)).
Our algorithm will work as follows: we will first elect a leader using the algorithm of [4] as before.The leader must first determine the value ofm, the maximum source message length. To do this, it broadcasts out an instruction to all sources to return a stings of 1s which is as long as their message. We use an adaptation of beep waves to ensure that the leader receives the OR superimposition of these strings, all starting at the same position. The length of the string of 1s it receives is the value ofm.
Next, the leader tells all sources to broadcast their message to it, encoded under a superimposed code. We can again ensure that the source will receive an OR superimposition of all of the coded messages. If the code used a sufficiently large value ofk (i.e.k ≥ k), the leader can decode the messages. However, we do not assume knowledge of k, so to ensure this condition we use a double-and-test method: we repeat the process with a 'guess' which doubles each round, and by the second condition of our superimposed code definition, the leader can tell when this guess becomes large enough. Once it is able to decode the source messages, the source simply broadcasts them to the network in an arbitrary order using the standard BEEP-WAVE procedure.
We note that if messages are not unique, the algorithm will only return one copy of each. If it is a requirement to know how many sources held each message, source IDs can be appended to the messages to distinguish them. This, though, would necessitate M = Ω(k log L).
We first introduce a sub-procedure which will allow the leader to collect messages from the sources, receiving an OR superimposition of all the messages. This works similarly to the usual beep-waves procedure, except that nodes use their distance from the source (which can be inferred in advance) to ensure that the waves only travel towards the source, and all messages arrive at the same time. Since k ≤ n ≤ L, the total running time is therefore O(D log L + k 2m ) ⊓ ⊔
If we assume that all source messages are of equal asymptotic size, then is running time is equivalent to O(D log L + kM ).
We can adapt Algorithm 10 slightly to improve performance whenm is larger than log L: rather than having the leader node collect encoded messages, we instead have it collect source IDs in the same way. Once it has received all IDs, it can then broadcast them out, in increasing order, via BEEP-WAVE. The sources therefore know their numbering in the order, and so we can complete the multi-broadcast task by consecutive broadcasts as in Algorithm 7. 
Combination Of Results
We can combine Algorithm 7, Algorithm 10, and Algorithm 11. This can be done either by time multiplexing, or by performing the initial leader election, determining the values of D andm and using them to calculate which of Algorithm 10, and Algorithm 11 will be faster, and then performing this algorithm until the running time reaches that of Algorithm 7 (at which point we perform Algorithm 7 to completion instead). This combination of algorithms allows us to achieve an overall k-Multi Broadcast time of O(D log L + M + min(kD log L log D , kM, kD + k 2 log L)).
Depth-First Search
We next give an algorithm (Algorithm 11) for network exploration, specifically one that performs a depthfirst search. Depth first search is performed here in fundamentally the usual way. There is a network-wide 'token', i.e. only one node is the 'active' node at any one time. This node checks for unexplored neighbours, passes the token to one if any exist, or sends it back to its parent if not. Here we also wish to pass round a counter, so that nodes know the order in which they were explored.
if v receives superimposition ofk or fewer messages ID(S) then BEEP-WAVE(v, ID(S) in increasing order) for each source s, f (s) ← number of ID(S) in ordering
To detect unexplored neighbors we use a process much like the binary-search method mentioned for leader election, in which nodes iteratively agree on each bit of an ID. Here, though, we do not need to broadcast between every step since the nodes involved are all adjacent to the current active node. To organize this process we need predetermined constant-size control messages; this can easily be achieved by using some sensible system of code-words.
As mentioned, to apply Algorithm 11 we must first have a designated leader node. This leader is the parameter v taken as input in our description of the algorithm. Proof. Performing ELECTLEADER and DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH takes O(n log L) time in total. Upon completion, each node knows its ordering in the DFS tree. Nodes then broadcast in order, and a node can begin broadcasting immediately after hearing the end of the message from its predecessor. The total time taken for all n broadcasts is then n i=1 m(i) + dist(i, i + 1). Since this sum of distances is no greater than the distance traveled when traversing the DFS tree, this expression is O(M + n). Therefore total running time is O(n log L + M ). ⊓ ⊔
Gossiping
Gossiping is the final task to which we turn our attention. In this problem, every node has a message which must become known by the whole network (and so gossiping is equivalent to multi-broadcast with k=n).
With all of previously defined subroutines in place, the algorithm for gossiping (Algorithm 13) appears deceptively simple. First we elect a leader using the algorithm of [4] . Then we perform DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH via Algorithm 12, ensuring that each node receives a number informing them of the order in which they were explored by the DFS. Finally, nodes broadcast their messages in this order. This last stage is not as straightforward as it may seem, since in general n different consecutive broadcasts would take O(nD + M ) time, exceeding our desired O(n log L+M ) running time. However, since we can encode messages so that it is obvious when they start and end (without affecting asymptotic size), and we also know that transmissions during BEEP-WAVE move exactly one distance layer per time-step and never move backwards, we can pipeline the broadcasts. That is, once a node's message, in its entirety, has been heard by the next node in the ordering, that next node can immediately begin its own broadcast without waiting for the previous message to reach the entire network. The waves of beeps will not interfere with each other, since the start of the new message cannot reach any node quicker than the end of the old message, and the behavior of all other nodes does not change, so they do not need to know the precise time-step when the new node starts broadcasting.
Algorithm 13 GOSSIP
x ← ELECTLEADER(V ) perform DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH(x, x, 1) for i = 1 to n do let v be such that number(v) = i BEEP-WAVE(v, m(v)) end for Theorem 12 GOSSIP correctly performs gossiping within O(n log L + M ) time-steps.
Proof. Performing ELECTLEADER and DEPTH-FIRST SEARCH takes O(n log L) time in total. Upon completion, each node knows its ordering in the DFS tree. Nodes then broadcast in order, and a node can begin broadcasting immediately after hearing the end of the message from its predecessor. The total time taken for all n broadcasts is then n i=1 m(i) + dist(i, i + 1). Since this sum of distances is no greater than the distance traveled when traversing the DFS tree, this expression is O(M + n). Therefore total running time is O(n log L + M ).
Since this gossiping algorithm also performs multi-broadcast for any k ≤ n, it beats the performance of our previous multi-broadcast algorithms when k is large.
Conclusion
The beep model is interesting as a widely applicable model that requires very little of communications devices, and can be applied even where restrictive circumstances frustrate communication under more complex models. Furthermore, it is an interesting technical challenge to design efficient algorithms while making the minimum possible assumptions about the network. In this paper we have given deterministic algorithms for several fundamental communications tasks in the beep model. The model is still young, however, and there are many remaining avenues for fruitful research.
In particular, there has been very little research into lower bounds, and as a result almost no algorithmic results are known to be optimal. Broadcasting is the one exception to this, since D time-steps are clearly required for any information to traverse the network, and since a node can only receive one bit of information per time-step, at least m are required to interpret the message. Hence the O(D + m) time BEEP-WAVE algorithm is optimal.
Multi-broadcast is a different matter, and there is a large gap between our O(D log L + M + min(kD log L log D , kM, kD + k 2 log L)) running time and the lower bound of Ω(D + M ). We would expect that it might be possible to improve running time somewhat, perhaps to O(D log L + M + k · min(D, M )), but it would be very surprising if the task could be completed significantly faster than that.
Our gossiping algorithm is optimal when messages are large enough to contain node IDs, since this is the point at which the M term reaches the n log L term. It remains an open question, however, whether gossiping can be performed faster if messages are of smaller (e.g. constant) size.
A different possible focus for further research is to determine to what extent randomization can help. The leader election algorithm of [5] , taking O((D+log n log log n)·min{log log n, log n D }) time and succeeding with high probability, demonstrates that improvements over deterministic algorithms can be made. It seems likely that randomization could also be of use in algorithms for multi-broadcast.
